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PROGRAM 

Symphony No. 5 in C-sharp minor 

I Trauermarsch. In gemessenem Schritt 

Stiirmisch bewegt. Mit groftter Vehemenz 

II Scherzo. Kriiftig, nicht zu schnell 

III Adagietto 

Rondo -Finale. Allegro 

Gustav Mahler 

(1860-1911) 

In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, please 

check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible timepieces. 

The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

Perhaps it is just a coincidence. For one reason or another, many 
"fifth symphonies" from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have 
come to hold a special place in the concert repertory. Ludwig van 
Beethoven wrote the first great fifth symphony in 1805, a piece which 
today is perhaps the most popular piece of classical music. Many others 
were to write great fifth symphonies, especially Tchaikovsky, Sibelius, 
Shostakovich , Prokofiev, and of course, Gustav Mahler. 

Mahler's fifth symphony marked the beginning of a new phase in 
his symphonic output. In the three symphonies directly preceding the 
fifth, Mahler used the human voice (soloists and chorus) to add a pro
grammatic element to the music , taking a cue from Beethoven's ninth 
symphony. For example, Mahler's second symphony, subtitled "Re
surrection," contains text in the last two movements describing how 
man's earthly suffering can be endured with the knowledge that man 
rises to God and heaven upon death . Symphonies No.3 and No.4 also 
contain similar programmatic/text relationships. However, Sympho
nies No. 5, No. 6, and No. 7 are purely orchestral in scoring and are 
often grouped together to form Mahler's "middle period" symphonies. 

Although Mahler left no written program for the fifth symphony, 
certain events in his life around the time he composed it certainly 
served as inspiration. It is important to remember that Mahler was not 
a composer by profession; rather he was a professional conductor who 
wrote music in his spare time, especially during the summer months. 
The fifth symphony was written between the summer of 1901 and the 
fall of 1902 during the height of his career as a conductor in Vienna. 
On February 24, 1901, after he conducted an afternoon concert of 
Bruckner's Fifth Symphony, Mahler collapsed while conducting an 
evening performance of Mozart's The Magic Flute. Although he would 
fully recover from the severe intestinal hemorrhaging, his doctors ini-
tially gave him little chance for survival. Despite the fact that death 
had always been a particular interest of Mahler (several of his sib
lings died in childhood, two brothers and several friends committed 
suicide), Mahler's first personal brush with death would ultimately 
change his outlook on life. It is perhaps ironic that later that same year 
the forty-year-old Mahler fell in love with the twenty-year-old Alma 
Schindler, whom he would marry in March of 1902. With these dispa
rate personal experiences - close call with death, new love, and mar
riage - came the inspiration for a new symphony. 



Although the Fifth Symphony contains five movements, Mahler di
vides the piece into three parts - movements one and two make up part 

one and are performed without pause, as are movements four and five. 
This leaves the massive Scherzo alone in the middle . 

The first movement is a funeral march inC-sharp minor. Although 
one might not expect a symphony to begin with a funeral march, per
haps Mahler borrowed the idea from Berlioz's Symphonie Funebre et 
Triomphale (1840), which also begins with a slow funeral dirge. The 
rhythmic opening trumpet melody, borrowed from the first movement 
of Mahler's fourth symphony, is contrasted with soft lyrical melodies in 
the strings and the winds. The march is contrasted with two trio sec

tions containing faster, more passionate music . After all is said and 
done , the movement ends where it began - softly in C-sharp minor. 

Many writers have commented that the first movement functions as 
an introduction to the towering second. It is true that Mahler considered 
the second movement to be the center of the symphony, labeling it with 
Hauptsatz (main movement) in his autograph score. Mahler connects 

the two movements by borrowing and developing thematic material in 
the second originally found in the first . Structurally, the second move
ment is a large sonata form in A minor marked ''turbulently rough, with 
greatest vehemence." The music is angry and upsetting. (This move
ment was written before he met Alma Schindler.) Only once near the 
end do we catch a glimpse of what is to come: heaven on earth in the 
form of a D major chorale in the winds and brass . This brief vision is 

pessimistically extinguished, however, as the movement ends with cyn
icism in the original tonic key . 

The third movement is a massive scherzo, or rather a ''development 

scherzo," as labeled by musicologist Theodor Adorno. The scherzo sec
tion is heard three times around two trios , with a development section 
thrown in after the second trio. The general mood is buoyant and happy. 
The waltz melodies of the scherzo are primarily diatonic and feature 
the solo French horn. In fact , Mahler designates a special "obbligato 
horn" part in the score featuring brilliant lyrical writing for the first 
horn player. 

The fourth movement, probably Mahler's most famous, is marked 

"Adagietto ." For many years this movement was performed without the 
rest of the symphony, and it was made even more popular in Luchino 
Visconti's 1971 motion picture Death in Venice. Scored for harp and 
strings, Mahler's score includes the instructions "seelenvoll, mit innig

ster Empjindung" (soulful, with deepest emotion). Mahler wrote this 



movement as a love song to his new romance, Alma Schindler. The 
conductor Will em Mengelberg, a good friend of both Mahler and Alma 
Schindler, wrote that Mahler sent the manuscript to Alma Schindler 
as a declaration of his love, which was immediately understood and 
accepted. Indeed, the music contains a quote from Richard Wagner's 
Tristan und Isolde. Mahler quotes the music heard each time Tristan 
and Isolde gaze at each other in complete love and admiration. Shortly 
after the completion of this movement in December 1901, Mahler and 
Alma Schindler became engaged. 

The Adagietto leads without pause into the Rondo-Finale. Musi
cally Mahler has taken us on quite a journey - the opening funeral 
march inC-sharp minor, written shortly after his brush with death, has 
given way to the triumphant and jubilant finale in D major, written the 
summer following his marriage to Alma Schindler. This same transfor
mation from funeral march to exuberant happiness can be observed in 
Berlioz's Symphonie Funebre et Triomphale, whose opening Marche 
Funebre is contrasted with a jubilant finale titled Apotheose. Mahler 
uses elements of several forms in the final movement, including rondo, 
sonata, fugue, and variation. The chorale from the end of the second 
movement returns in diminution bearing little resemblance to its orig
inal form; its character is now light and playful. Yet in the end we hear 
the chorale in its original version, letting us know that the brief vision 
from the second movement has now become reality. Not since the first 
great fifth symphony by Beethoven has celebration so overwhelmingly 
triumphed over initial pessimism . 

- Notes by John Urness 
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